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George KeUy Satirizes Little 
Theatre Movement In Light-
Hearted Farce 
Kingsbury, Beyer, 
Cetrulo in Cast 
The Rollins Student Players are 
closing a successful season with as 
gay and light-hearted a play as has 
yet been written. There is not a 
serious moment in George Kelly's 
"Torchbearers". It is a superb sat-
ire on the arty little theatre move-
ment which takes itself too serious-
ly for its own good. This is the 
Senior play and the director, How-
ard Bailey, has been fortunate in 
being able to cast all but three of 
the parts from the senior class. 
"The Torchbearers" will be given 
June 1 and 2 in the Annie Russell 
Theatre. 
The complete cast is as follows: 
Mr. Ritter, Dante Cetrulo; Mrs, Rit-
ter, Virginia Kingsbury; Mrs. J, 
Duro Pampinelli, Marguerite Bey-
er; Mrs. Nelly Fell, Margot Col-
vin; Mrs. Clara Sheppard, Marilyn 
Smith; Mr. Hossefrosse, Albert 
Brandon; Mr. Twiller, Fred Liebi 
man; Mr Spindler, Warren Gold-
smith ; Teddy Spearing, Jack 
Clarke; Jenny, Frances Daniel 
Florence McCrickett, Alice Elliott 
Stage Manager, Frank Daunis, 
George Kelly in writing "Tht 
Torchbearers" in no way resembles 
the George Kelly who later wrote 
"Craig's Wife". It was first pro-
duced when the little theatre move-
ment was gaining impetus in the 
United States. He, as he explains 
in the last act through the lines of 
Mr. Ritter, was not satirizing the 
serious little theatre with a compet-
ent director, but he was ridiculing 
the little theatre with a director 
such as Mrs, Pampinelli. Mrs. 
Pampinelli tells people where to go 
on the stage so they won't bump 
into each other. 
"The Torchbearers" is unlike 
anything else that has been pre-
sented by the Student Players this 
year. It will be played for laughs. 
There will be few subleties. This 
is a farce and Professor Bailey is 
directing it so that it will be fast-
moving and completely comic in 
characterization and action. 
Cast In 
(Complete Campus Coverage) 
Zfif^B. •^. cer/pif/jo 
Kappas Feature Food 
at Weekly Open House 
Sigma Nus Will Entertain At 
Last Party of Year 
The Kappa Kappa Gammas fol-
lowed along in the line of success-
full open houses last Sunday night. 
In spite of the warm weather and 
the effect of week-ends spent stren-
uously at the beach or Wekiwa Riv-
er or elsewhere there was a large 
number of students enjoying them-
selves to the utmost. 
Again the Kappas lived up to 
their reputation of serving delicious 
refreshments. In the small room 
just off the living room there was 
a table covered Avith such delicacies 
that the dance floor was deserted 
at one time while everyone forced 
themselves into the "dining room". 
The orange punch was enhanced 
by the addition of gnger ale and 
sherbet. There were several dif-
ferent kinds of sandwiches as well 
as cakes. 
The Sigma Nus will close this 
term's "open houses" next Sunday 
night. Don't you think we should 
all make a real effort to go not 
only because the Sigma Nus are al-
ways perfect hosts, but also be-
cause we should finish off this new 
and worthy custom with a big 
enough flourish to carry on 'till 
next fall. May I suggest to the 
Sigma Nus that the party won't be 
complete or even as big a success 
as it could be if Bob Ruse doesn't 
beat out those drums as a feature 
of the evening. 
NOTICE 
A very comprehensive list of 
prices which an educational book 
house is willing to pay for sec-
ond-hand text-books has been 
sent to the Registrar. Students, 
who are interested in consult-
ing this list for inter-student 
sale may refer to it in the Regis-
trar's Office. 
Jack Budreau Wins 
Central Florida 
Golf Championship 
Defeats Gunn and SchoU for 
Amateur Title; Store Spon-
sors Tournament 
A slender young fellow with a 
shock of yellow hair and two wire 
cables for arms slammed his way 
into the Central Florida Amateur 
Golf Championship winning 2-up 
over Russ Scholl. It was Jack Bud-
reau, Rollins student, who hails 
from Savannah, Ga., whose work 
this year on the varsity golf team 
has been of outstanding calibre. 
The victory was all the more im-
pressive because Jack had to trim 
Watts Gunn, former Southern 
Amateur Champion, in order to 
reach the finals. Budreau was 
hardly expected to topple Gunn, 
but he upset advance predictions 
and then went ahead Sunday with 
unabated stride to lead Scholl 1-up 
at the end of 18, and 2-up at the 
end of the 36 holes. 
Lean of frame, and possessing 
none of the beef or weight that 
most of today's golfers have. Jack 
Budreau utilizes every ounce of his 
power by stressing perfection of 
timing and form. He shot a 74 in 
his last round, to nose out SchoU, 
who battled every inch of the way. 
The tournament was sponsored by 
Rutland's Men's Store, and Jack 
won six handsome neckties and a 
Palm Beach suit, in addition to the 
title. 
Dick Turk, Rollins senior from 
Ohio, advanced to the finals of the 
first flight, but was toppled by 




MendeU and Rodda Arrange 
Interesting Program For 
Student Body 
New Group of Thirty 
Makes Appearance 
An all-college sing will be held 
on the Horseshoe tonight at 7:30. 
Organized by Professor Charles 
Mendell of the Assembly Commit 
tee and Dick Rodda of the Beanery 
Singers, the program planned will 
be an interesting one featuring 
the old campus favorites, several 
new ones and three groups of spe 
cialty singers. 
Also the program is arranged st 
that there will be plenty of space 
for request numbers from the stu-
dent body, which will do most of 
the singing. High spots of the 
ning will be; 
1. The "swing" and "sweet" 
sions of "The First Time I Met 
You" which will be sung by Fran 
Jones, Tappy Porcher, Hay-Eye 
Begole, and Beach-wolf Wetherell 
2. "If I Had It You Could Have 
It" and "Let Me Call You Sweet 
heart" by Johnny Giantonio, Dick 
Rodda, and Romeo Wetherell 
This latter group made its debut 
Sunday night but only to a select 
group of housemothers as the sing-
s' leader wished to keep them as 
surprise for the general student 
body tonight. 
The sing will close with "Good-
night Ladies" and "Alma Mater" 
and for heavens' sake you guys n' 
if you don't know the words 
to the A.M. dig up your "R" books 
and refresh your 
Program For Commencement Week 
7:45 P.M.—Senio 
Seniors Picnic at Sanlando 
The annual Faculty-Senior Picnic 
will be held at Sanlando Springs on 
May 31, Members of the faculty 
and the graduating class will ga-
ther at the springs at 3:00 P. M. 
This will probably be the last time 
that the class will all be together 
at an informal "good time". 
Those who started here at Rol-
lins in their freshman year will no 
doubt recall that they were intro-
duced to the life at RoUins by just 
such a picnic at Sanlando Springs. 
The freshman "get-acquainted" pic-
nic at Sanlando starts every year 
with looking forwai'd to the good 
times at Rollins. Four of the hap-
piest years in their lives pass only 
too quickly, and before they know 
it, they are going to their senior 
picnic in the same spot. 
Variety Refugee Show Brings Thoughts of 
^^Ephthesia'' And ^^Swunkle^^ to Reviewer 
THURSDAY, MAY 25 
• Women at President Holt's Home. 
FRIDAY, MAY 26 
7.45 P.M.—Senior Men at President Holt's Home. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 31 
3.00 P.M.—FACULTY-SENIOR PICNIC. Sanlando Springs. 
6:00 P.M.—Senior Classes end. 
THURSDAY, JUNE 1 
7:30 P.M.—SENIOR VESPERS. Knowles Memorial Chapel. 
8:15 P.M.—DRAMATIC PRODUCTION. "The Torchbearers", 
by the Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell 
Theatre. 
FRIDAY, JUNE 2 
9:45 A.M.—Seniors, in academic costume, form for Class Day 
procession in loggia of Annie Russell Theatre. 
10:00 A.M.—CLASS DAY EXERCISES AND FINAL HON-
ORS DAY. Annie RusseU Theatre. 
8:15 P.M.—DRAMATIC PRODUCTION. "The Torchbearers," 
by the RoUins Student Players. Annie Russell 
Theatre. 
SATURDAY, JUNE 3 
1:30 P.M.—REHEARSAL OF THE DIPLOMA CEREMONY. 
Knowles Memorial Chapel. ALL SENIORS 
SHOULD ATTEND. 
10:00 P.M.—STUDENT ASSOCIATION ALL - COLLEGE 
DANCE IN HONOR OF SENIOR CLASS. Dubs-
dread Country Club. 
SUNDAY, JUNE 4 
8:00 A.M.—COMMUNION SERVICES for SENIORS and 
other members of the Rollins FamUy. Knowles 
Memorial Chapel. 
10:15 A.M.—Academic Procession {Seniors and Faculty) 
forms at Carnegie Hall. 
10:30 A.M.—THE BACCALAUREATE SERVICE. Knowles 
Memorial Chapel. Sermon by the Reverend Ansley 
Moore. 
4:00-6:00 P.M.—ROLLINS MOTHERS' CLUB TEA IN HON-
OR OF SENIORS, PARENTS AND FACULTY. 
President's House. 
MONDAY, JUNE 5 
7:00 A.M.—ALUMNI BREAKFAST FOR SENIORS. "The 
Family Tree", Ardmore, Lake Virginia. 
9:30 A.M.—Academic Procession (Seniors, Faculty and Upper 
Division) forms at Carnegie Hall. 
10:00 A.M.—COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES. Knowles Mem-
orial Chapel . Address, "Are We Losing Our 
Freedom?" by Henry Goddard Leach, Ph.D., LL.D. 
A week ago today, in the din-
some walls of our favorite build-
ing, Rec Hall, was held a Faculty-
Student Vaudeville Show for the 
benefit of the Refugee Fund, It 
was directed by Mrs. Rae and Mr. 
Bailey, but we had no idea what to 
expect—that is until Beanery, when 
the programs were passed out. But 
even then we were not prepared 
for the surprises we received. It 
was a wonderful show, and we 
should say, the best benefit per-
formance we have seen put on 
here. 
The affair started with two short 
plays, one written by Robin Rae 
and directed by Augusta Yust, and 
the other written by Jess Gregg 
and directed by Marguerite Beyer. 
They were both good, amateur 
plays, but we were aU especially 
intrigued by the latter and its 
"Love or Green Apples", the play 
within the play. It was extremely 
clever. 
Next we witnessed a sword dance, 
the Kirby Malzeard variety, and 
for the benefit of those who do not 
know it, that dance is a most diffi-
cult feat. We congratulate the 
dancers on their success with it. 
After that there was a mono-
logue by Prof. Bailey, and an in-
teresting one. Dear Prof, how 
long we have suffered, confused 
between interpretations of the Ma-
jor and the Minor poet; and won-
dered which we were. At last, we 
know all. Is there any doubt when 
we use such words as ephthesia, 
and swunkle? 
Following this there were two 
girls' Morris dances, "The Blue 
Eyed Stranger", and "Rigs O'Mar-
low", both exceptionally done, with 
gay, fripping ribbons, and clubs. 
Then there was entertainment by 
those music maestros, Carter and 
Wesson, and they sang a self-ac-
companied, lovely new song they 
made up that same day . . . and it 
was a hit. Did the audience realize 
it was original? 
Next there were three country 
dances by the Folk dancers and 
then came the triumph of the even-
ing. It was called "Rhythm At 
the Wreck", and was presented by 
Dr. Holt, Mr. Rhea, Mr. Geo. Holt, 
and Jean Kellog-Smith. Each had 
a tall, decorative, black top hat, a 
pink vest and small dashes of color, 
and while Mr. Rae played the har-
monica he was aided by the other 
three on fifes. They stole the show, 
particularly when they commenced 
their counterpoint. 
But not to be outdone was the 
Barber shop quartette: Mr. Denny, 
Mr. Trowbridge, Mr. Dougherty, 
and Pres. Wetherell. Aside from 
the fact that Trow nearly smother-
ed Bruce, so that the harmony was 
sometimes one sided, and a little 
TOO close, it was supreme—espec-
ially the firemen chorus. 
The program finished with the 
Kentucky Mountain Running Set, 
a charming number in which the 
hicks have come to town to display 
their glad rags; and quite a vigor-
ous shake up results in the good 
humof of the dance. 
We hope to see more of this kind 




Speaks on Subject "Wrong 
Made Right"; Chindahl and 
Mackemer Compete 
Caroline Sandli 
Wrong Made Right" won t 
Sprague Oratorical Contest held 
Annie Russell Theatre h 
Thursday. Margery Chindahl placed 
second taking the topic "Is Hitler 
Mad" and Marolyn Mackemer took 
third place with the subject, "To-
gether We Stand". 
This is Caroline's first year in 
Oratory and she has demonstrated 
ability not only in winning the 
Sprague contest but in taking first 
place for Oratory in the Province 
meet of Pi Kappa Delta, the Na 
tional Honorary Forensic Fraterni-
ty. 
Margery Chindahl also attended 
the meet which was held at Farm-
ville, Virginia, this spring, winning 
second place in the extempore 
speaking. She, however, is a veter-
an for she won the same place in 
the National Pi Kappa Delta con-
vention last year and second place 
in the Sprague Contest last year. 
The Sprague Oratorical Contest 
originated with the Pi Beta Phi 
sorority with the cooperation of the 
late Dr. Robert J. Sprague. The 
contest which consists of original 
speeches written, committed and 
delivered before a public audience 
is sponsored by Pi Beta Phi soror-
ity and Phi Delta Theta fraternity. 
One of the rules of the contest is 
that the winner will not be allowed 
to compete the following year. For 
this reason Robert Lado, last year's 
victor^ did not enter this year and 
Caroline Sandlin will not enter 
next. 
New Fraternity Donates $40 
The Student Refugee Committee 
wishes to announce that Sigma Phi 
Omega has donated $40.00 to the 
fund thus bringing the total to 
$450.00. 
The committee requests all stu-
dents, organizations, and faculty 
members who wish to contribute to 
the cause to see Robert Lado or 
Dean Balazs. (Please make checks 
payable to the Student Refugee 
Fund). A minimum of $550.00 for 
each refugee student is the goal of 
the committee. 
S.P.O. Has Beanery Banquet 
Sigma Phi Omega, local men's 
fraternity, held its annual season's 
end Beanery Banquet last Sunday. 
The principle speakers were Mr. 
Denney, who spoke on "Spirit and 
Purpose"; Mr. Yust, who spoke on 
"Fraternalism"; Dean Enyart, who 
spoke on "Idealism"; and Dr. 
France and Dr. Clarke, who spoke 
respectively on "Tolerance" and on 
"Liberalism". Manny Ehrlich, S. 
P. 0. Prexy, was toastmaster. 
Seniors Will Discuss 
Rollins With Dr. Holt 
Men and Women WiH Meet 
at President's Home 
On Thursday and Friday even-
ings. May 25 and 26, the senior men 
and women will assemble at Dr. 
Holt's home for their annual meet-
ing with the President. 
The purpose of this meeting is to 
have an informal discussion on the 
d activities of the college, 
have an opportunity to 
their likes and dislikes or 
which any of the 
activities of the 
ght be improved. 
There has been some discourage-
ment on the part of the seniors this 
year as to whether their discussions 
and suggestions have l>een effect-
ive. However, in the past years it 
has proved to be most helpful and 
for the most part, they are looking 
forward to the evening with eager 
anticipation. 
This is a time when every senior 
is expected to be there; The girls' 
evening is to tie Thursday; t 
boys will come on Friday at 8:15. 
The 
to suggest ways i 
various phases o 
college 1 
Singing Group Meets 
To Harmonize Songs 
Dick Rodda Leads "Gang" on 
Fencing Platform 
Sometime around the middle of 
last year an idea started haunting 
Dick Rodda. It was an idea in thf 
shape of a melody—lots of melo-
dies. Last week the idea became £ 
reality when a group of thirty-five 
or forty Rollinsites gathered round 
on the fencing platform and start-
ed to harmonize "Mighty Like s 
The idea has been in Dick's mind 
for so long that it has a definite 
shape and plan. He wants a group 
that likes singing enough to get 
together and sing for the fun of it 
several times a week. The "gang'' 
as Dick calls it is to consist only 
of those who really take an interest 
and like singing and will probably 
number about thirty. Boys and girl; 
from all the fraternities and soror 
ities are taking part. 
Dick has several arrangements ii 
mind that he plans to use and he 
hopes that next year the group can 
get together again so that some-
thing "will come of it". 
Review of Hobbies And Education of 
Faculty Reveals Unusual Achievements 
By Els; Moore 
Already much has been written 
and said about the students, both 
in this paper and in the Tomokan, 
but the faculty seems to have been 
somewhat neglected. What have 
their past achievements been ? 
What are their hobbies? 
The natural person to begin with 
is our Prexy. How many of us 
know that he has been awarded de-
grees by at least seven colleges; 
that he was manager, editor and 
owner of an outstanding newspa-
per, the Independent, before he 
came to Winter Park? We all 
know that he has always been in-
terested in various peace move-
ments, but did you know that he 
founded the Italy American So-
ciety; the League to Enforce Peace 
(which worked towards the sup-
port of the League of Nations); 
that he was President of the Ameri-
can Scandinavian Foundation, and 
one of its charter memi>ers; that 
he founded the Friends of Poland; 
that he has been honored by Japan, 
Greece, France, Poland, Sweden 
and Serbia. We are forgetting to 
mention the receptions that these 
countries accorded him when he 
ted the front lines during the 
World War. He has also been an 
executor of the Woodrow Wilson 
Foundation since the death of this 
President, who was one of his great 
friends. 
Most of us are more familiar with 
s hobbies because they are more 
evidence on the campus. All of 
, have wandered along the Walk 
of Fame and enjoyed the thoughts 
that these stones arise in our 
minds. The majority of the stu-
dent body has seen his collection of 
statuettes that line the walls in 
the living-room of his home. Those 
tetudents wl̂ o were fortunate 
lOugh to visit Woodstock last 
summer saw his collection of rare 
• books and interesting pieces of 
antique furniture. But aside from 
all of these various interests, we 
must still say that Dr. Holt's chief 
hobby and interest lies with the 
students of Rollins College, his 
college and his family. 
Before telling of Dr. Newman's 
achievements and interests, let me 
mention first her educational back-
ground. She first graduated and 
received her A. M. degree from the 
University of Chicago; then she 
went to the University of Dublin, 
Trinity College where she earned 
her Ph.D. Still not content she 
attended the summer school at Ox-
ford University and then the Ge-
neva School of Internal Studies. Al-
though she has taught at various 
colleges, and even been the Dean 
of Women at the State College of 
Education, Greeley, Colorado; 
where she still teaches in the sum-
mers, I think that her work in in-
ternational affairs has been even 
more arresting. 
During the war she did work 
both in Germany and France and 
has written quite extensively on 
international affairs. She was the 
delegate to the International Con-
ference of University Women, held 
at Gracone, Poland, in 1936. The 
year previous to this Conference, 
Dr. Newman received the Exchange 
Professorship in English Litera-
ture, at University College, Exeter, 
England. Her hobby is her inter-
est in foreign affairs, and theatre-
going. Whenever she visits New 
York she spends her time in run-
ning from one theatre to the next, 
especially if there is a Shakespear-
ean play anywhere abouts. 
Turning now to another depart-
ment in the CoUege we see the well 
known figure of Alexander Bloch. 
Although Mr. Bloch has lost most 
of his Southern accent through his 
years of study abroad and through-




Manhattan Shell Crashes 
Prow of Crippled Boat Los-
ing Chance to Place 
Rutgers' Powerful 8 
Defeats Boston U. 
Rutgers' strong and powerful 
eight oared shell flashed across the 
finish line one-quarter of a length 
ahead of a spirited Boston Univer-
sity crew to cop for the fourth time 
the coveted Dad Vail Trophy, last 
Saturday. 
Rollins jumped the field at the 
start, rowing the highest at about 
a 45 and held this lead for about 
the first quarter mile. At this 
point Rutgers, in lane four (next 
to RoUins on the right) worked out 
a quarter to half length lead over 
the Tars and B. U., which had 
drawn abreast of Rollins in lane 7. 
Suddenly the Rollins shell veared 
into the lane held by Manhattan. 
The referee warned the Tars but 
to no avail. At this point Man-
hattan, who was a length behind, 
raised their stroke suddenly, send-
ing the prow of their boat into the 
side of the RoUins shell. Referee 
Sykes immediately and justifiably 
disqualified Rollins but any chance 
of the "Friars" placing in the race 
was lost as they had been forced to 
stop for several seconds. RoUins 
meanwhile, minus a rudder and with 
the number seven man having only 
half an oar, tried to finish but end-
ed up way across the river, out of 
the course. 
Up to this point the cause of the 
foul was unjustly laid at the feet of 
the Rollins cox, but an investiga-
tion held after the race by Mr. C. 
Titus, former National sculling 
champion, and other regatta offic-
ials disclosed that the rudder had 
been twisted and cracked at the 
start of the race rendering it use-
less from the very beginning. This 
was verified by various crew mem-
bers who saw the stern of the shell 
twice crash against the stake boat 
as a result of the jockeying in the 
high wind and waves which pre-
vailed throughout the race, but had 
failed to notice any damage done. 
Dartmouth also was in hard luck 
catching a crab three strokes from 
the finish and losing third place 
to Marietta. 
Edmonds to Speak at 
Morning Meditation 
Pastor of Birmingham Church 
Is Well-Known Author 
Reverend Henry M. Edmonds, 
D.D., of the Independent Presby-
terian Church of Birmingham, Ala-
bama will address the Rollins Me-
morial Chapel Congregation in 
Morning Meditation next Sunday 
on the subject of "Doing Some-
thing About It". Reverend Ed-
monds is well known in theological 
circles as an author and his books. 
Studies in Power" and "The Way, 
The Truth, The Life" show great 
understanding of and deep insight 
into some of the most pertinent re-
ligious problems of today. 
Last Sunday's Chapel Service 
is opened by John Harris reading 
the Call to Worship, Marian Russ 
led the Responsive Reading, Dud-
ley Darling read the Old Testament 
lesson and Harriet Begole, the New 
Testament lesson. Dr. E. C. Nance, 
the minister of the First Christian 
Church of Seattle, Washington, 
spoke. His text was "Diagnosing 
Our Delusions". Interesting ob-
vations that he made included a 
definition of Truth as "the verifica-
tion of experience" and the state-
ment and exemplification of the 
fact that one great cause of human 
delusion is drawing general con-
asions from one or two particu-
rs. 
The choir gave a fine rendition 
of Schuetky's "Emitte Spiritum 
Tuum" (Send forth thy Spirit) for 
the anthem. Between the lessons 
Christopher O. Honaas interpreted 
through the choir the Chorale from 
the "Spirit Also Helpeth Us," one 
of Bach's most inspired cantatas. 
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A Broken Rudder Causes Defeat 
Last Saturday Rollins experienced one of 
the most disappointing set-baclcs of the year. 
It was something that could not possibly be 
anticipated or avoided. The Rollins crew, 
handicapped by a broken rudder, put up a 
valiant fight although defeat could be the 
only possible outcome. It is impossible to say 
what would have happened if the rudder had 
not been broken. 
However we saw Ogilvie's crew race and 
work-out at Rollins. It was a championship 
eight and would have remained so if it had 
not been for a broken rudder which sent the 
crew off its course and disqualified it. 
It is impossible to predict the outcome of a 
race. We had never thought of a broken 
rudder being responsible for defeat. We were 
using a new shell which, if anything, should 
have aided us in winning. It is useless at 
this point to feel sorry for ourselves. The 
coach and crew accept it stoically and we 
accept it the same way. 
Once before the Sandspur congratulated 
Coach Bradley and his victorious crews. We 
wish to do so again. They worked hard in 
preparation for the race at Red Bank. They 
are just that much better than they were 
earlier in the season. They worked with the 
idea of winning and when they started north, 
they were physically and mentally ready to 
win. A broken rudder took the matter out 
of their hands. 
We offer our congratulations to Coach 
Bradley, Stroke Ogilvie, Hausman, Dennis, 
Clanton, Harmon, Giantonio, Tolson, Pitman, 
and Coxswain Gentile. We offer our con-
gratulations for a splendid record this year 
and our confidence that next year they will 
return victorious from the "little Poughkeep-
sie" regatta. 
be offered as an excuse for it. "The Singing 
Marine" and "Three Men on a Horse" were 
too bad even to evoke laughter. 
The two French films that have been 
shown during the year have made us realize 
even more forcibly than before how much 
more we could be gaining from our motion 
picture equipment. We have been carrying 
on a lone fight for more experimental and 
foreign films. "Un Garnet de Bal" and 
"Grand Illusion" were the outstanding events 
in our cinematic program. There should have 
been more. 
We deeply appreciate Mr. Warner's send-
ing us films at no charge and we realize that 
often it is impossible to secure the pictures 
we would like for our programs. However, 
we should show films of significance and 
value instead of inanities like "The Singing 
Marine". 
There are some silent films that we should 
see for their contributions to film art and 
for their general excellence in approach and 
conception. The Museum of Modern Film 
Art has collected old films from all over the 
world as a permanent record of motion pic-
ture development. They have a series of 
German films, Russian films, French films, 
Italian, English, and American. These series 
are available for college and universities at 
a small cost. They show the contributions of 
various countries-to a now universally recog-
nized art form . The old German films have 
never been surpassed for their superb pho-
tography. The Russian films, "Potemkin" 
and "The End of St. Petersburg", have never 
been excelled in drama and suspense. 
We should be seeing these films. Through 
them we would gain a finer appreciation for 
the films of today. How many college stu-
dents know that Eric von Stroheim's "Greed" 
created more controversy than any other mo-
tion picture produced in the United States? 
We should see this masterpiece along with 
others. Sarah Bernhardt made a picture j 
about Queen Elizabeth which, although stilt-
ed and theatrical, still gives some idea of her 
dramatic genius. Then there are the films 
directed by Sergei Einstein, Fritz Lang, D. 
W. Griffith, Rene Clair, Jacques Feyder, 
Pabst, Dupont, and countless others. 
What wouldn't we give to see "Intolerance", 
"The Loves of Jeanne Ney", "The Joyless 
Street", "Tabu", Garbo in "The Saga of 
Gosta Berling" and "Anna Christie", 
"Grass", "Le Million", "The Wedding March", 
"The Last Laugh"? We could go on indefi-
nitely. 
There are modern films that belong on a 
college program. There are such as "Ca-
mille", "Grand Hotel", "All Quiet on the 
Western Front", "Of Human Bondage", "I 
am a Fugitive", "The Good Earth", "Dods^ 
worth", "These Three", "The Thirty-Nine 
Steps", "Night Must Pall", "Min and Bill", 
and others.' 
We feel sure that there are students at 
Rollins, who, if need be, would be more than 
willing to pay an admission price to see 
these worthwhile and significant films. Why 
don't we do something about securing the 
series of the Museum of Modern Film Art 
for next year ? These films and others would 
be an exciting and stimulating addition to 
the artistic life of Rollins. 
-ROVING REPORTERS-
A T THE mu OF NEW MEXICO 
TWO "LOVE TREES' WERE PLANTED, 
EAOl NAMED FOR ONE OF TWO LOVERS 
THE TREES FLOURISHED WHILE THE 
ROMANCE LASTED BUT DIED WHEN 
THE LOVERS DRIFTED APART.' 
NICHOLAS^M. BUTLER 
PRESIDENT OF COLUMBIA U. HAS 
RECQVED 37 HONORARY DEGREES.' 
F O O T N O T E S 
Penguin Peggy ^ — — 
Before all else must 
this little retaliation bit \ 
[ last week i 
I Downwind-Pitch Rodda-
my club, Mannie, those 
the delivery of the Sandspurs; and 
it came really right in the wake, 
It gives us new vigor, knowing our 
umn is read so premierly by one 
learned. Here is the gem: 
"An Ode To Piggy Pen (guin)" 
"Precocious Precious Peggy (tho' 
Penguin I abhor), 
Congratulations on your "pome". 
iiately following after me again. Hey, Hey! 
not ; bit 
Our Movie Program 
During the past year we've seen some good 
and some very bad films in the Annie Rus-
sell Theatre. One, we remember, "Mr. Dodd 
Takes the Air" was so bad it proved very 
funny. However, we don't think that should 
"Music Hath Charms" 
We are not implying that there are any 
"savage breasts" at RolUns. If there were, 
more than likely a little music wouldn't do 
them any good. Still music does have charms 
for about thirty people who have been meet-
ing daily not through compulsion, but mere-
ly for the fun of singing. 
The trouble with Rollins is that it takes 
itself much too seriously. Students walk 
around acting very grown-up and sophisti-
cated when all the time they would much 
rather be acting naturally. However, it seems 
to be the thing to do so Freshmen rapidly 
adopt the bored and very painful attitude of 
the upper-classmen, They do things they 
see other people doing, not because they en-
joy doing them, but because they're afraid 
they'd be considered a poor sport if they 
didn't. 
That is why we're so completely in accord 
with Dick Rodda's singing group. Here is 
one time when some of Rollins acts naturally 
For fifteen minutes out of a busy day the 
other pressing concerns of campus life can 
be thankfully forgotten. 
Naturally there has to be someone to 
hold this group together. It would be im-
possible to place just anyone at the head of 
this "gang". People have to feel that their 
leader is enjoying himself as much as they. 
In this case we don't have to think that the 
leader is enjoying himself for we know he is. 
We hope this group can continue as it be-
gan. We hope it doesn't begin to take itself 
seriously for that will mean the end. Let's 
have one informal gay organization on cam-
pus. Even the word "organization" has an 
ominous sound. Rodda calls it his "gang".' 
That's what we'll call it. i 
Altho' you play upon my name in 
ways a trifle punny, 
Methinks I really must admit it 
smells a little funny. 
I love, like you, the palms and 
pines, blest evenings on the 
lake, 
The Four o signals up the trees, 
the romances, yes, dates! 
I even love the Gamma Phi's; their 
grip I have not tolt. 




*Scratched out for euphony. 
May we suggest that in the fu-
ture, those, of you who have aught 
to say concerning that which of you 
is writ herein, simply send to us a 
little poem stating the facts and 
objections as they appear to you. 
We would never expect such as you 
have just read—for we are forced 
to believe that our Prexy has a lit-
tle honest-to-goodness poet in him 
—but the results might quite often 
prove to be more than just lemon 
juice. 
And now we have here a bit of 
artistry of another knd. Abide 
with us, dear .patients. This is 
through the courtesy of one of the 
many X Club wolves. 
"Famous Frases In And Around 
The X Club" 
"Sexy-Prexy Ely~'Take it easy 
fellows. Ah er ahem . . . Well, I 
don't . . . aw shoot . . . okay, go 
ahead.' 
Ex-Prex Scheu-Foo—'Shot a 42 
today. Let's go get a brew.' 
Everlasting-pledge Edmonds— 
'Duck y'fool. Fuddle Duddle.' 
Pretty-boy Harris—'Who's in 
love? I'll get you, Gatemuth.' 
Little Sir Necho Speyers—'Hello 
sweets. Step outside, I want to 
TALK to you!' 
Doc Gumshoe Myers—'The pump 
company has seven men who play 
in the Ashcan Symphony . . . I'm 
SOREY Wils, they do.' 
The "Ham" lover Kennedy—"Hi 
fans . . . why are you afraid of 
Corky Lennie McCorkle—'I used 
to take a slug now and then! B. 
A. (Before Aldine)." 
Rather clever, eh? 
We thought it might interest you 
all to know that Bud Albert told us, 
officially, that his nose was a mos-
quito haven. If so t'would seem 
that he would make a most excel-
lent-good newspaper man. . . for 
that profession can always use a 
good, buzzing nose. 
Those who have not the fortune 
to attend the Burton Victorian 
Pooti-y class have missed the best 
display of dramatic ability for the 
year. Prof. Mendell treated his ; 
with a full fledged perfo: 
of "Pinafore" by Gilbert and 
Sullivan; verbally, musically, and 
tionally. There was a slight in-
termission while he visited a senior 
[bored, but he returned in a split 
second, just as the audience came 
back to their seats. 
In closing we would like to men-
tion one or two items: 
Firstly—Sunday night the sere-
naders under the direction of R. 
Rodda, went around on their first 
little jaunt. It was delightful; even 
the mosquitoes enjoyed it and sang 
too. (Good lord, how they did 
sing!) But we lived, and it was 
a good sort of experimental thing 
because now Dick knows what he's 
up against, and on whom he can de-
pend. Expect big things, oh, pub-
lic. 
Secondly—The Kappa's had 
very nice Open House the same 
night . . . only it seems that the 
"Eaters Union", quite prevalent on 
our campus, has finally caught on 
to the opportunity afforded by 
these entertainments, and is send-
ing representatives (full forces) to 
the things. The Kappa's were the 
first privileged ones to be treated 
to their whole-hearted enthusiasm 
- - . and so at about nine o'clock, 
food there was none. 
Into the dark blue of the Sand-
spur-drawer-of-weakly - welcomed -
attempts we drop this journalism-
The highlight of this week was, 
of course, the Faculty-Student 
Vaudeville. It brought in seven-
ty smackeroos. It was truly a 
Rae show, and hooray for Rae, 
Helen, John, Red and Robinhood. 
Bob Lado also must be remember-
ed when passing out the honors for 
such a success. The Booby Prize 
goes to the student body. They 
get it for not cooperating, natur-, 
ally. There were less than thirty 
students there. George Ehrlich, 
the other George, Krouse, and 
Buckwalter all did their bit, 
very amusing bit, in an excellent 
play. Sword dancers,- Kentucky 
mountaineers, landladies, college 
presidents, quartettes, blue-eyed 
trangers and wrecks took over Rec 
Hall and thrilled the audience. 
Dougherty, Denny, Trowbridge and 
Wetherell stopped the show for 
ages and ages. Wesson and Car-
ter bowed and bowed for ages. And 
then there was Frexy. But Prexy 
deserves a whole paragraph. 
Holt, Rae (again), Kellogg-
Smith, and Holt (again). Father 
and son. President and Director 
of Admissions. The Pied Pipers of 
Rollins and mighty fine ones, too. 
They play and play and buildings 
go up, friends flock, enrollment in-
creases, and Rollins moves forward. 
Up to this pragraph, 74 people 
have appeared in this column and 
must impress our National Secre-
taries, you know. 
Correction please, it is Jo San-
ders, not Saunders. P. S. We 
know why you went to Atlanta and 
it WASN'T a boy. Don't worry, 
we won't tell a soul. 
Thoughts that pass in the night: 
Why are yearbook portraits 
always flattering ? 
Why didn't we get any con-
tributions this week? 
When will we get a Student 
Union building? 
Where has Henry Stryker 
been? 
Why has Berger's suddenly 
been so deserted ? 
Could the Dean have any-
thing to do with it? 
How many dresses does La 
Benton have? 
Why must Virginia Quan-
trell graduate? We'll miss 
you. 
Ditto for Ted Reed. 
How can Harriet Young be 
an Alpha Phi and an Indepen-
dent? 
Or is there a misprint in the 
yearbook ? 
Well, that's enough for day 
Ireaming. Let's see, what can we 
lo now? After all, we can't have 
.ny dull moments, we must keep 
you amused for that is our job. 
Shall we continue, or shall we stop 
and play tiddley-winks, or would 
this only the third edition. Never- | you prefer that wo g.i) jump i 
theless, we still have 334 to go. S 
do something scandalous and we' 
get you. This applies to Jimmy 
Newton, Daphne Takach, Jack Phil-
ips, Irma Achenbach, George Ful 
ler, Dan Speyer, Phyllis Erbe, Bud 
Bryson and Betty Berdahl especial-
ly-
Mildred Nix doesn't give a hoot 
about our Rollins gentlemen, but 
why should she? Every Saturday 
night finds her surrounded by at 
least six Orlando Don Juans and 
all of them quite handsome. 
Jack Harris isn't that way about 
Frosty. At least not yet, but just 
give Frosty a little more time. 
warn you, just in case 
Tiny Langford casts any strange 
looks in your direction. He has 
hypnotic powers and for the skep-
tical, he is willing to give a demon-
stration. 
glad that those nasty lit-
lake? 
We hope that you will all go to 
the French play. It will be on 
the K. A. terrace and will be worth 
your while. Even if you can't un-
derstand French, the costumes will 
be enough. 
Betty Carey is quite a composer. 
She and Roy Young, (Berger's 
pianist), collaborate on quite a few 
amusing ditties. A good example 
is "Who is the Baby's Pop?" Free 
exhibitions are given in Phil's every 
Saturday night. 
Rollins has the cutest monkeys 
that we have ever seen. If you 
don't believe it, turn to page 162 
of the Tomokan. Upper left hand 
corner. The X Club can really 
"pick 'em." 
We seem to be in a figurative 
mood. We just figured out that 
ive have at least one member of 
fraternity and sorority 
tie Greek girls returned the Theta this column. That should make 
Kappa Nu caps. After all, we everyone happy. 
Virginia Biddle Will be Exchange Student 
at French University Near Swiss Alps 
Dedicated To. 
Rollins Sandspur 
me, my sweet adorable little thing 
witli eyes Uke stars and teeth like 
Buddy Wittmer—'Excuse me. I 
want to be alone.' 
Baldy tough-guy Whitehead—'I 
don't think we should do it . . . 
When do we start ?' 
Twopper Phillips—'Hiyo Annie! 
I'm the lone stranger.' 
H. P. Pittman—"I can't do it; 
Janet just called. Who's hen-
pecked?' 
Love - n - bloomers MacBriar 
'I've got to walk down by the in-
firmary.' (exercise.) 
Gatemuth Daugherty—'I can get 
'em out in any league. Heck no, 
I'm not jealous. Ha Ha Ha . . . I 
don't get it.' 
Wolf smilin' Jack Brankert 
Hey comrade, I'm no wolf, I'm 
y-our buddy.' 
Pappy Over-the-hill Mclnnis— 
'Who me ? Why don't you know I 
wouldn't do anything like that?" 
Sans Peur were the knights in the 
olden times; 
My nights are not sans purr. 
Yes, cats are the subject cf these, 
my rhymes,— 
Now, here's the tale, Sandspur. 
2 
The song of the cats on the wall 
last night 
Was not just "Sweet and Low"; 
A lover's duet, or a feline fight?— 
Does anybody know ? 
3 
Those sickening mews sound like 
music 
Pur-haps, the Gershwin "Blues". 
(If only I had—but I haven't a 
t brick ) 
I They certainly don't amuse. 
I Uxorious Turks, they disturby my 
j sleep 
With malice purr-puss-Iy. 
j (xosh if they were drowned, I 
would never weep,— 
' 'Twere no cat-astrophe! 
(Eugene R. Shippen, Winter Park) 
Imagine Virginia Biddle scolding 
a roomful of wriggling, squirming, 
spit-ball-throwing tenth graders! 
She with her laughing eyes and 
contagious smile . But she's 
learning to do just that in practice 
teaching. 
Virginia has studied at Rollins 
for lo these four years. Although 
French has not been her best sub-
ject, it has always been her favor-
te, and hence her major. For her 
diligent manipulation of this mod-
ern language she was awarded the 
Jean d' Arc medal presented an-
nually to the .best student of 
French. 
Virginia will bid au revoir to 
Rollins next month when she re-
moves her blue gown and mortar 
board, for she will be starting a 
year which promises experience re-
sembling only those found in Cin-
derella Land. 
Just recently Virginia received 
word of her acceptance as an 
change student to the University 
of Grenoble in Prance. She 
attend school abroad next year, tui-
tion, room, and board free, whil 
student from France will "visit" 
Rollins. 
Each year the Institute of Inter-
national Education at New York 
grants nine or ten exchange fel 
lowships to those students most de-
serving and proficient in foreign 
anguages. Mary Wooley, former 
president of Wellesley College, and 
Edward Murrow are among the bet-
ter known members of the Board of 
Directors of this institute. 
Virginia plans to attend summer 
school at Middlebury College in 
Vermont for the six weeks follow-
ing graduation. This summer ses-
sion is rated as the best in the 
country. For six weeks the stu-
dents speak nothing but French. 
From Vermont Virginia wishes to 
cross the ocean and take a two-
month summer course at Sorbonne 
before entering the University of 
Grenoble on November first. 
The beginning of the fall term 
at the university will mark its six 
Hough's Food Shop 
QUALITY FOODS 
Phone 520 p„,t , 
hundredth anniversary. Located in 
the French Alps near Switzerland, 
it is situated in a valley bounded 
by three mountains. 
Virginia has contributed much to 
the campus life during her four 
years at Rollins. Perhaps her 
main interest or activity has been 
her choir work. She's been a mem-
ber for three years and wears a 
gold choir key as proof of good 
work. Virginia has also been ac-
tive in the German and French 
Clubs, and the International Rela-
tions Club. She is a member of the 
Phi Society, the Key Society, and 
the Order of the Libra. 
Culprits Return Trophies 
Mr. Edward Bash, executive sec-
retary of Theta Kappa Nu, has 
been visiting the Florida Alpha 
chapter for the past few days. 
The T. K. N.'s are happy to say 
that in reply to their Sandspur ap-
peal to the campus trophy collec-
tors ,the Clips were returned— 
through a manner most myster-
ious. It seems that about an hour 
after the Sandspur was out last 
Wednesday, a great conglomera-
tion of tin ware was discovered in 
the pantry cupboard of the T. K. 
N. kitchen. In the collection were 
many K. A. awards. Dudley Dar-
ling goes on record as saying that 
these extra trophies were in the 
right place as TKN was going to 
take them away from the KA's 
anyway. To the culprits who re-
moved the prized possessions in the 
first place he says quote "Thanks." 
Unquote. (Editor's Note—Dudley 
"Van Injun" Darling has a colossal 
conceit.) 
The telescope of the University 
of Texas McDonald observatory 
could photograph a man 3,000 miles 
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Derby Returns 
To Stetson After 
First Play Day 
Rollins Wins Swimming, Golf, 
and Volley-ball; Loses Oth-
er Athletic Events 
Despite the efforts ot" "Shorty" 
Phillips and "Tiny" Langford act-
ing as anchor men, Rollins intra-
mural athletes dropped an hilar-
ious tug-of-war to Stetson and thus 
lost the "Play-Day", 4-3. Stetson 
retained the derby hat which they 
had put up as a prize by winning 
jn diamondball, basketball, tennis 
and the tug-of-war. Rollins won in 
swimming, golf, and volley-ball. 
Rollins won the swimming with 
ease by placing first and second in 
every event with the exception of 
the relay and the breast stroke. 
Warren Goldsmith made a valiant 
effort to make up lost ground after 
a poor dive in the opening lap of 
the 200 yard relay, but Stetson 
acquaticmen managed to win in the 
time of 2:05.4. Kelly, Hussey, 
Darst, and Schaeffer, swam for the 
victors. 
Jack Makemson took the 50 yard 
dash in 26.5 with Jack Harris, sec-
ond. Ken Scudder and Matt Ely 
finished one-two in the 220 and 
Harris and Fred Kasten did the 
same in the 100 yard backstroke. 
In the 50 yard breast stroke Kas-
ten, of Rollins, barely nosed out 
Ray Hus&ey, of Stetson, by a 
hand's length. 
The tennis matches were all close-
ly fought with Stetson emerging 
the winner, 4-2. Don Cram and 
Jeff Ferris, of Rollins, defeated 
Lamb and Staff 1-6, 6-1, 7-5. Dick 
Kelly and Nat Felder won over Tod-
ardo and Martin, 5-7, 6-2, 6-2, for 
the other Rollins' victory. Culpep-
per and Bluemke defeated Jeff Lib-
erman and Myron Savage in the 
longest match of the day, 4-6, 7-5, 
11-9. The Rollins' pair led 9-8 and 
30 love, but couldn't gain the clinch-
ing points. Howard and Ford beat 
Dusty Fennell and Al Brandon, 5-7, 
6-4, 7-5. Kelly and Hill, of Stetson, 
defeated George Fuller and Polly 
Atwood, 6-1, 6-4. Bob Carswell 
beat Langford in the only singles 
match. 
Stetson pounded the ball hard 
from the opening inning to the last 
inning and wound up on the long 
end of a 14-0 score in diamondball. 
Rollins took the volley-ball, 15-7, 
15-2, with Dick Rodda, Dud Darling 
Andy's Garage 
Church St. 
Day Phone 75 
Night Phone 319W 
This week's record releases 
Victor — Bluebird 
Latest Song Sheets 
The Music Box 




IF YOU ARE TRAVELING TO 
OR NEAR CHICAGO, and want to 
1 your fare by driving someone's 
Nortli, please get in touch with 
Dean Balazs at once. Must be a 
competent driver. 
dnd Fred Kasten doing most of the 
'Spilling". 
The Rollins golf team of Wes-
lon, Jones, Stackler, Van Wickle, 
ind Purse, won 6%-2%. 
With "Shorty" Phillips sparking 
the team, the Tar intra-mural bas-
ketball team stepped out to a 15-
10 lead at the quarter, then faded 
badly and lost, 36-27. Goolsby's 
floor play featured Stetson's at-
tack. Don Miller, Jack Maloney, 
Jack Meyers, and Jeff Kennedy, 
played good ball, but their team 
work was neglible and toward the 
ilose their guarding slacked off. 
With the fire hose squirting 
across the middle line to drench the 
losers who were pulled through it, 
che tug-of-war turned into a spirit 
ed affair the two minutes it lasted. 
Stetson gained the initial jerk and 
the best the Rollins men could do 
at any time was to stand their 
ground. Jack Justice being first in 
line and thus first to be subjected 
to the hose worked valiantly and 
desperately to no avail. 
Alex Waite and Dr. Thurston 
Adams, of the physical education 
department, and "Doc" Johnson, of 
Stetson, directed the meet. Next 
year the Rollins intramural forces 
ill journey to DeLand. 
Slack Suits 
Take home a few sport en-
sembles for your leisure 
wear this summer. Priced 
:.95 and up 
Harmon Appointed 
Advertising Head 
Is Member of Kappa Alpha; 
New System Proposed 
At a meeting of tbe Publications 
Union last Friday, Major K. Har-
mon was appointed advertising 
commissioner. Harmon, a mem-
ber of Kappa Alpha fraternity and 
a valuable crew man, will have the 
job of coordinating and unifying 
the work of the business managers 
of the various publications. Hither-
to these business managers have 
solicited advertising from local 
merchants independently and the 
result was a great deal of confus-
ion on the part of the merchants, 
who were never sure just where 
their advertisements were going to 
appear. With the expanded duties 
of the publications advertising com-
missioner this difficulty should be 
overcome. 
Tars Whip Stetson 
Hatters To Close 
Baseball Season 
Senior Men Instrumental in 
Victory; Barker and Rem-
bock Pitch for Team 
The Rollins Tars closed another 
uccessful baseball season last 
Wednesday afternoon at Harper-
Shepard field by defeating the Stet-
Hatters 5 to 2. The victory 
Rollin's 13th this season and 
their 6th over Stetson. 
Ollie Barker, Tar hurler, pitched 
good bail for three innings but de-
veloped a streak of wildness in the 
fourth. In this inning he walked 
five men and forced the Hatters' 
only two runs across the plate. At 
(Continued on page 4) 
Rollins Press Store 
Inc. 
Graduation 
Gifts and Cards 
THE 
Campus Bookshop 
(Facing the Administartion 
Building) 
We Buy All Text Books 
Rollins "T" Shirts 
Be sure you've a few extra 
"T" Shirts on hand for your 
summer tennis, boating, 
and wear around home. 
89c 
R.C. BAKER 
at the comer downtown 
Let us give your car 
Bumper to Bumper Service 
before that long trip home 
Haggerty Strikes Out Twelve 
Batters; Score is 5-3 
Scoring two runs in the tenth in-
ning, the Delta Mu chapter of Sig-
Nu defeated the Epsilon Tau 
chapter of Sigma Nu at Rollins by 
3 score at Harper-Shepard field 
Friday night. As winners, the Stet-
men were treated to a beer-
bust by the Rollins chapter. 
"Bucket" Haggerty performed 
e mound chores for Rollins and 
(Continued on page 4) 
Buy a good used 




'37 Pontiac Conv. Coupe 
'37 Buick Conv. Sedan 
'37 Buick Conv. Coupe 
'36 Buick Conv. Coupe 
'36 LaSalle Cvt. Coupe 
'37 Ford Cvt. Coupe 
Let us inspect and condi-
tion your car for your 
trip home. 
' D S t S c h a p t e r ' LETTERS TO THE E D I T O R -
Typewriter Headquarters 
Sales and Service 
All Makes Used Typewriters 
Davis Office Supply 
f\ 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE SAND-
SPUR: 
I think the time is ripe for me to 
demand that the Sandspur take ac-
tion about a matter that causes me 
great personal discomfort. This 
has been festering in my mind for 
(Continued on page 4) 
Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co. 
INCORPORATED 
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION 
Specializing in Quality Merchandise WeU Laundered 
J. Walter Dickson, Manager 69 West Concord Ave. 
Phone 5861 Orlando, Florida 
SPRING IS THE TIME TO PAINT — COME HERE 
FOR ANYTHING IN PAINT AND SIGNS 
BRIGHTER HOMES PAINT CO. 
GILDDEN PAINT AND VARNISHES 
E. Park Ave. Winter Park 
Summer Formals 
$19.75 
No matter how warm the wea-
ther, you'll look charmingly cool, 
desirable and lovely in the new 
"after-dark" fashions featured 
in our collection. Exquisite em-
broidered organdie, chiffon, dot-
ted Swiss, marquisite and pique 
models with voluminous skirts— 
some 22 yards around. A galaxy 
of colors. 
EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING, 
POLISHING, SIMONIZING 
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE 
E. Park & Fairbanks Winter Park 
Town and Country 
Shop 
is really going to town with 
their big clearance sale start-
ing Monday, May 22nd. Won-
derful values! 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, MAY 24^1939 
Tars Whip Stetson 
(Continued from Page 3) 
this point, however, he was relieved 
by "Fireball" Rembock, who retired 
the side by striking out Goolsby, 
Hatter shortstop. For the remain-
der of the game Rembock kept 
thngs under control and the Hat-
ters never threatened again. 
Featuring the game was the play 
of Rick Gillespie, Jack Justice, and 
Marion Mclnnis, seniors, who were 
wearing the Rollins blue and gold 
for the last time. 
RAY GREENE 
—Rollins Alumnus— 
REAL ESTATE BEOKEE 
Tel. 400 100 Park Ave. 
DATSON 
Dairies, Inc. 
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy 
Products 
Orlando Phone 6342 
Winter Park Phone 287R 
148 W. SOUTH ST. 
OELANDO 
Faculty Have Varied, 
Interesting Careers 
(Continued from page 1) 
out this country he is still claimed 
by his home state, Alabama. Mr. 
Bloch studied under the well known 
music master, Auer, and when this 
notable musician was here in the 
United States, he was assistant. Mr. 
Bloch is known in this country and 
Europe as a concert-master, viol-
inist, and composer. He has con-
ducted the Alliance Symphony Or-
chestra, in New York, and the 
Chatham Choral Society as well as 
the Central Florida Symphony. Be-
fore coming to Rollins he was head 
of the violin department at the 
Washington College of Music. 











Everybody was off campus last 
weekend except Don Cram, Jean 
Turner and Jack Buckwalter. 
Ann Roper spent the week-end 
with her family at Daytona Beach. 
Jinny Morgan and Ray Hickok 
were the guests of the Morgan fam-
ily last week-end at Clearwater. 
The Pelican was embellished with 
the brilliant presence of Jane Rus-
sell, Dick Kelly, Marcia Stoddard, 
George Fuller, Ashley Purse and 
Chaperon Professor Arsenault last 
Saturday and Sunday. Now, don't 
you wish you had gone ? 
Ann Searle went to West Palm 
Beach to spend the week-end with 
her family. 
Skippy Arnold skipped away to 
Groveland to see her homestead 
once again, California's a long way, 
eh what, Skip ? 
Fran Smith spent the week-end 
at Daytona Beach where she visited 
her aunt. 
Martha Kithcart took her weekly 
jaunt home to St. Pete. 
Claire Fontaine missed choir 
again to visit relatives in St. Pet-
ersburg. 
St. Pete was quite the gathering 
place last week-end. Bob McFoo 
and Ollie the Barker tore them-
selves away from the campus to 
go where they could get some stud-
ious studying done. 
The mosquitoes carried six dam-
sels down to Shell Island and 
taught them the meaning of fear 
of the night last week-end. They 
returned with a long definition as 
well as wet clothes It seems Fleet 
took the cornel s too fast while he 
tow ed those lazy gii Is m their 
canoes Amongst those who fell 
into the water and escaped the al-
ere the Mackemer sis-
Charlotte Stout, Maiy Vir-
ginia Horner, and M A Martin 
(We must apologize, M A , we 
didn't lealize that we just can't 
keep a tiaveler out of pi int Caro-
line Sandlin was also along with 
the gioup, but rode safely in the 
with Fleet 
Letters to the Editor 
(Continued from Page 3) 
a long time and I have said noth-
ing about it. Week after week I 
have scanned your excellent paper 
in the vain hope that something 
would appear to combat this men-
ace to Rollins College, to Winter 
Park, to Florida, and the rest of 
our fair nation. But then we all 
know and accept the fact that 
Florida IS the Nation. 
I have watched your editorial 
page for some mention of this 
curse. You have ably discoursed 
on the Rollins Crew, the Student 
Union Dream, the 1939 Tomokan, 
and other very distinguished and 
interested topics, but so far noth-
ing about the most vital topic of 
conversation on the campus today. 
Are you asleep or are you immune 
to the buzz of incipient rebellion? 
No one can accuse me of being 
asleep. I have been wandering into 
the midst of small groups gathered 
on the horseshoe after dark and 
heard exclamations that are un-
printable in mixed company. I 
have seen conversations lag while 
one of the participants allowed a 
glassy look to creep into his eyes 
and a baleful curse come to his lips. 
Shall we tolerate the foe who 
causes such actions ? Won't you 
take a stand and demand that the 
enemy be removed from our midst? 
I wish you could see me as I 
write this letter in hope and dread. 
My eyes are red and blood-shot 
from sleepless nights. Even the 
coming of day brings no release. 
My friends have come to fear the 
ominous approach of night It is 
the night that brings us 
knees m confusion and stretches us 
on our back to await the inevitable 
end of tianquility 
Students have e\en bought guns 
and hidden them fuitively in their 
use in case they can no 
longer beai the coming pain. Men 
recklessly seek lelief in mad games 
of "Hearts" and "Rummy". No 
longer is life easy and fiee from 
anxiety 
"Did it huit much, John"? This 
is the password of the college. This 
Stetson Sigma Nus 
Defeat Local Chapter 
(Continued from page 3) 
had a really fine night, spreading 
his hits well, and retiring twelve 
oatters by the strike-out route, 
Jack Gore, Stetson senior, did al-
most as well, whiffing ten men. 
Rollins drew first .blood, scoring 
two runs on two walks, a passed 
ball, and Bingham's hit to right. 
Stetson came back with one run in 
the fourth, one in the fifth and 
went ahead in the seventh. 
With one out and his team be-
hind 3-2 in the last of the ninth, 
Joe Rembock banged a terrific line 
drive to left field for a home run, 
pulling the Rollins Sigma Nu's into 
the ball game. 
Two errors in the tenth paved 
;he way for Stetson's winning tal-
lies. Everett Farnsworth, catching 
for Rollins, dislocated his finger 
in the third inning, but finished out 
the game. 
George McClelland, Stetson's 
left-handed catcher, banged out two 
hits and collected a walk, while 
Vann, shortstop, hammered one of 
Haggerty's slants for a triple. 
is the phrase that everyone re-
peats. Are you immune to such 
pitiful pleas? Can you calmly 
continue to edit your paper and al-
low my pleas to go unanswered? 
Thousands of little voices hum with 
the words, "Did it hurt much, 
I must remain anonymous to re-
veal the source of our trouble. His 
name is Mosquito and he comes in 
He respects neither the 
the bad. His word is law 
and his bite is worse than his bark. 
There can be no rest for 
if you will take up my 
fallen torch, I will leave feeling 
that wrong will at last be made 
right. 
Don't make me feel that I have 
lived in vain. Surely you and oth-
ers are still open to conviction. 
Hopefully, 
J. H. B. 
May 22, 1939. 
—ALONG THE SIDELINES-
Columnist Completes List of Senior Athletes Who 
Have Contributed to Crew, Football, and Baseball 
• By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr. 
As in the past two issues we will continue to try to applaud those 
retiring athletes who have brought us glory on the field of sport. 
These graduating men are going to go out and try their luck against 
the troubled world when the fifth of June rolls around. Out there 
they will be alone, struggling against teeming thousands whose aim 
is the same as their own, success. They will face a task which will 
surely test their characters to the utmost. Some are bound to be 
beaten down by the relentless forces they will meet in their new 
occupations while still others will overcome the opposition and make 
worthwhile places for themselves in the fields they enter. Some-
times we overlook the importance of graduation and the new strange 
environment to which it leads us. Let us think about these men who 
are leaving us, after all most of us have no thoughts of worry as we 
will be sheltered under the wing of our alma mater when next fall 
descends upon us. 
"Wes" Dennis is first on the program this week. The strong, 
silent man from Hooker Hall's Theta Kappa Nu house is a fellow we 
won't forget for a long time. He put in three years of excellent foot-
ball on Coach McDowall's outfit, holding down a key guard position. 
A good blocker and an unusually aggressive defense man he was one 
reason for Tar success on the gridiron. During the winter term we 
found "Wes" playing guard on his fraternity basketball team. This 
Spring found him pulling as fine an oar as any member of the un-
defeated Rollins crew. When Mr. Dennis leaves us in two weeks we 
will all mourn his loss, especially we football and crew fans. 
I guess we all know Jack Justice pretty well, anyway if you don't 
you should. If you eat in the "Beanery" you will recall that Jack is 
the guy who is always laughing and dropping plates. Well anyway he 
plays the fightingest gam© of guard you've ever seen on the football 
field. For the past three seasons he did his part and often more for the 
McDowallites. When basketball descended upon us Jack made his 
appearance as a guard on the varsity team until he gave it up for 
the pursuit of knowledge. That is proof that even the best of us can 
fall into the pitfall of learning. Now it is the season for national 
pastime and looking out into left field who do we find — Mr. Justice, 
The plucky little athlete catches flies with the same ease 
with which he brought fleetfooted backs to their knees on the gridiron, 
At the plate he hits often and well. At least when Jack leaves us we 
will have some consolation — Joe will still be with us. 
Our last member of this coveted group is "Ted" Reed. He's the 
most handsome man Rollins has produced this year and he certainly 
deserves the title. Besides being an accomplished oarsman and a hand-
Beau Brummel he's a good fellow. Ted has held a strong posi-
tion on the college crews for three years and wound up his career by 
being elected captain of this term's boat. Coach Bradley witl lose a 
fine piece of rowing machinery when "Beautiful Ted" steps on the plat-
the much worried over sheepskin on this graduation 
day. 
